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JMI B.Tech Student’s Startup Secures ₹10 Lacs under Startup India Seed Fund 
Scheme (SISFS) to Accelerate Product Development 

Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) is proud to announce a significant achievement by one of its 
talented B.Tech students, Mr. Arif Jamal, an ambitious entrepreneur, who has 
successfully secured ₹10 lakhs under the esteemed Startup India Seed Fund Scheme 
(SISFS) for his startup venture, Uvera Mobility Pvt. Ltd. This promising startup, operating 
under the auspices of JMI, is supported by the Centre for Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship (CIE), JMI. 

Mr. Arif Jamal, a fourth-year Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech) student from the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Technology, JMI, has 
been diligently working on his venture since his penultimate year of the degree course. 
He is a determined individual who excels at integrating ideas from various disciplines, 
collaborating with diverse teams, and applying concepts across different industries. His 
relentless pursuit of innovation and continuous learning, coupled with his eagerness to 
tackle challenges, defines his entrepreneurial journey. 

Uvera Mobility is an innovative startup dedicated to revolutionizing the cleantech and 
agritech industries with state-of- the-art solutions. The venture is committed to 
developing sustainable mobility solutions that emphasize performance, efficiency, and 
environmental responsibility. This notable achievement has garnered admiration not 
only within the university but also within the broader entrepreneurial community. 
Initially bootstrapped, the startup has now made significant progress towards prototype 
development. The financial support from the SISFS validates Uvera Mobility’s dedication 
to innovation and sustainability. 

“We are thrilled to receive this support from the SISFS. This funding will play a crucial 
role in propelling our growth trajectory and enabling us to continue developing 
innovative solutions that drive sustainable mobility. We are incredibly grateful to JMI 
and the Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at JMI for their unwavering support 
and guidance throughout our journey” said Mr. Arif, the Founder & CEO of Uvera 
Mobility. 

Dr. Rihan Khan Suri, Director of the Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at JMI, 
expressed his appreciation for the startup’s initiative. “Uvera Mobility’s achievement in 



securing the SISFS funding is a testament to the entrepreneurial spirit and innovation 
fostered at JMI. We are proud of Arif Jamal and his team for their dedication and vision. 
The CIE JMI is committed to supporting such ventures, and we look forward to 
witnessing their continued success.” 

JMI takes immense pride in its association with Uvera Mobility, recognizing the 
remarkable entrepreneurial spirit of its student founder. This reflects the university’s 
dedication to fostering innovation and supporting student-led ventures. As Uvera 
Mobility embarks on this promising new phase, JMI extends its heartfelt congratulations 
and unwavering support to the young entrepreneurs driving this venture. This 
achievement is a testament to the entrepreneurial spirit nurtured at JMI, showcasing the 
university’s dedication to fostering innovation and supporting its students’ 
entrepreneurial endeavors. 
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